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Higher education institutions will have altogether 2,100 billion in development funds, with its use based on the programmes 

outlined by the universities, László Palkovics told a cornerstone-laying event in Budapest. Palkovics said that the government’s 

strategy “aiming to achieve a paradigm shift in higher education”, which the government outlined in 2014, was successful in 

creating an operating structure independent from the government. The number of students applying for places in higher 

education has grown by an annual 11% this year, he said, with 65% applying to institutions operated independently from 

the government, he said.  Palkovics laid the cornerstone of a library and community building at the Budapest Business 

School, the third largest university in Hungary after Eötvös Loránt University and the Debrecen University. The building is 

being constructed with a 5.3 billion forint (EUR 14.7m) government grant.

Government funding for higher education will double next year to over 400 billion 
forints (EUR 1.1bn) from 210 billion forints this year, the minister of innovation and 
technology announced.

FUNDING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION TO DOUBLE

Stats office reports on May wages, 
foreign trade figures

National Election Committee meets

Coronavirus updates
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Aida Mohamed and the Hungarian women’s foil team defeated Egypt  
to finish 7th at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics
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HUNGARY DELIVERS  
33 VENTILATORS  
TO MONGOLIA

Hungary is donating 33 ventilators to 

Mongolian hospitals, Foreign Minister 

Péter Szijjártó said after meeting his 

Mongolian counterpart, Battsetseg 

Batmunkh. Hungary has “learnt from 

previous waves of the coronavirus 

pandemic” and has ramped up its 

capacity to produce crucial protective 

equipment domestically, Szijjártó 

said. It is now in a position to help 

“friendly states”, he said at a joint press 

conference in Ulaanbaatar. The key to 

fighting the fourth wave is preparation, 

he added. Hungary has organised one 

of the fastest inoculation campaigns in 

the European Union and has provided 

health-care facilities with all “strategic 

means” necessary to treat Covid 

patients, he said. He praised Mongolia’s 

inoculation campaign, noting that 60% 

of the country’s adult population has 

already received the vaccine. 

Szijjarto also noted the close 

economic ties between Mongolia 

and Hungary. Hungary is one of the 

six EU countries to have an embassy 

in Ulaanbaatar, he said. Hungary’s 

Eximbank has set up a 60 million 

dollar credit line to help Hungarian-

Mongolian joint ventures. Despite the 

“extreme difficulties” last year, trade 

volume between the two countries 

jumped by 19%. Hungarian pharma 

company Richter sells 70 types of 

pharmaceuticals in the country, and 

Hungarian companies are investing 

57 million dollars in constructing 

Mongolia’s first animal vaccine factory, 

he said. In the past six years, over 500 

Mongolian students started their studies 

at Hungarian universities, he added.

Batmunkh thanked Hungary for 

the aid to Mongolia and said that 

joint effort and mutual help was at 

the heart of a successful fight against 

the pandemic. “Hungary has offered a 

helping hand in such times and helps 

us with equipment we badly need,” 

she said. The ministers also discussed 

ongoing projects, investment 

cooperation and cultural projects, 

Batmunkh said.

SZIJJÁRTÓ HOLDS TALKS 
WITH TATARSTAN PM

Ahead of a meeting to discuss trade 

relations between Hungary and the 

Republic of Tatarstan with the Russian 

region’s prime minister in Kazan, 

Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó said 

in a Facebook video after his arrival 

in Kazan that bilateral trade turnover 

came to 300 million US dollars last 

year, adding that the bilateral trade 

volume is already up 70% this year. 

The Republic of Tatarstan is Hungary’s 

second most important trading 

partner within Russia and one of 

the main investment destinations 

of Hungarian oil and gas company 

MOL. Demand in Tatarstan is also 

high for Hungarian pharmaceutical 

products, the minister said, adding 

that Hungary’s livestock exports to 

the region have doubled in the recent 

period. Szijjártó noted that MOL and 

its local partner Tatneft recently began 

construction of a rubber bitumen 

plant. The government is supporting 

the 4 billion forint (EUR 11.1m) project 

with a 2 billion forint grant, he said. 

MOL has also begun stepping up its 

activities in the chemical industry 

with a view to strengthening its 

international position in the new era 

of the global economy, Szijjártó said, 

adding that Tatarstan was a crucial 

market for the company. MOL and 

Tatneft are working on multiple joint 

projects involving high value-added 

and high technological chemical 

solutions aimed at speeding up 

and boosting the efficiency of oil 

extraction, he added.

FIDESZ TURNS TO OLAF 
OVER COMPANIES LINKED 
TO OPPOSITION MEP 
THAT ‘WON EU FUNDS 
ILLEGITIMATELY’

Ruling Fidesz on Thursday said it is 

turning to the EU’s anti-fraud office 

OLAF over companies owned by the 

family of Katalin Cseh, an MEP of the 

opposition Momentum Movement, 

which the party maintains should 

pay back European Union subsidies 

“obtained illegitimately”. Fidesz 

MEP Tamás Deutsch said in a video 

statement on Thursday that Cseh 

had been “attacking her homeland” 

and setting her sights on exposing 

“corruption, abuse and extortion 

regarding anything that moves”.

Earlier, Fidesz communications 

director István Hollik accused the 
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family’s company of using EU funding 

“to develop software they’d had for a 

long time; they simply pocketed EU 

money.” Hollik accused Cseh’s family 

of “hypocrisy”. “While Cseh’s party 

was campaigning at full-tilt against 

[Budapest hosting] the Olympics, 

the companies in her family won 

Olympics-related tenders,” he said.

Deutsch insisted that companies 

connected to Cseh had systematically 

drawn down domestic development 

funds and EU subsidies on a large scale. 

He said the companies in question had 

even relocated in order to apply for EU 

funding. Between 2013 and 2018, Cseh 

ran a company that secured EU money 

based on the possibility that Hungary 

may be a contender to organise the 

2024 Olympics. Subsequently, her 

party Momentum was behind the 

referendum campaign that scotched 

the bid. “It turns out that Cseh was only 

ever interested in money and power,” 

he said.

SOCIALISTS CALL  
FOR HUNGARY TO JOIN 
EUROPEAN PUBLIC 
PROSECUTOR’S OFFICE

The opposition Socialists called on the 

government to have Hungary join the 

European Public Prosecutor’s Office 

(EPPO), an MEP of the party said. István 

Ujhelyi told a press conference that the 

party backed Budapest Mayor Gergely 

Karácsony’s five-question referendum 

bid - one question pertains to the 

country joining the EPPO. Ujhelyi 

accused Prime Minister Viktor Orbán 

“and his regime” of “shunning the EPPO 

and all independent organisations 

that could reveal their dirty tricks”. 

“Only those with something to fear 

run from the authorities,” he said. The 

European Union has regularly criticised 

Hungary for spending funding on 

goals other than what they were 

originally allocated to, Ujhelyi said. 

The EU recently raised the possibility 

of freezing funding for Hungary, 

“not specifically because of the 

homophobic law or the harassment of 

the Central European University, or rule 

of law considerations ... but because of 

corruption, the frequency with which 

EU resources are misused, and the links 

of those cases to top political circles,” 

he said.  If elected in the general 

elections next spring, an opposition 

government would immediately join 

the EPPO, Ujhelyi said.

COMPETITIVENESS 
COUNCIL PROPOSES 
MEASURES TO BOOST 
DIGITALISATION

Hungary’s National Competitiveness 

Council has put forward a set 

of proposals aimed at boosting 

digitalisation, the finance minister 

said on Facebook on Thursday. The 

council’s proposals would help 

speed up digitalisation in the areas 

of government services, health care, 

the development of the public’s 

digital skills and the business 

sector’s use of digital tools, Mihály 

Varga said in a video message after 

a meeting of the council. Varga cited 

the new business portal vali.hu as an 

example of the expansion of digital 

government services, noting that the 

website will provide companies with 

information on applying for funds, 

training and options for taking out 

loans. Hungary’s economy is set to 

recover faster than those of the other 

European countries, Varga said. The 

goal now is to hold on to and extend 

this advantage by improving the 

economy’s competitiveness and 

efficiency, he added.

HUNGARY RECORDS NO 
CORONAVIRUS DEATHS,  
65 NEW INFECTIONS

No patients died over the past 24 

hours, while 65 new coronavirus 

infections were registered, koronavirus.

gov.hu said on Thursday. So far 

5,611,260 people have received a first 

jab, while 5,418,198 have been fully 

vaccinated. The number of active 

infections has declined to 31,890, 

while hospitals are treating 79 Covid 

patients, 13 of whom need respiratory 

assistance. There are 1,412 people in 

official quarantine, while 6,323,793 tests 

have been officially carried out. Since 

the first outbreak, 809,427 infections 

have been registered, while fatalities 

have risen to 30,025. Fully 747,512 

people have made a recovery. 

KSH: DEATHS OUTSTRIP 
BIRTHS IN JUNE

The rate of natural decline in the 

population increased in June, with 
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the number of births declining by 

1.6% and deaths edging up by 0.4% 

compared with the previous year, the 

Central Statistical Office (KSH) said. In 

the period, 7,621 children were born, 

122 fewer than in June in the previous 

year, while 9,764 people died, 41 

more than in the same period in 

2020. After a substantial increase in 

the number of deaths in the spring, 

that number has returned to levels 

similar to those observed in June in 

previous years, KSH said.  The number 

of marriages increased, with 7,742 

couples tying the knot, 31% more 

than in the same period in 2020.

There were 44,069 births in Jan-

June, down 280, or 0.6%, from the 

same period a year earlier. The 

number of deaths was 79,844, 15,074 

(23%) more than in Jan-June 2020. 

The rise in deaths and the drop in 

the birth rate means that the rate of 

natural population decline was up by 

75% compared with the same period 

last year, KSH said.

HOME BUILDING PERMIT 
ISSUES CLIMB 22% IN H1 - 
KSH

The number of home building 

permits issued in Hungary rose by an 

annual 22.4% to 15,274 in the first six 

months, even as the number of new 

projects in Budapest declined, the 

Central Statistical Office (KSH) said 

on Thursday. The number of home 

building permits issued in county 

seats and cities with populations over 

50,000 climbed 71.7% to 3,372 and 

increased by 48.9% to 4,784 in smaller 

cities. In towns, it jumped by 76.9% 

to 4,301. In Budapest, the number of 

home building permits dropped by 

42.1% to 2,817. At the start of the year, 

the government slashed the VAT rate 

on home building to 5% from 27% 

as part of government measures to 

aid the economic recovery from the 

coronavirus crisis.

WW2 BOMB NEUTRALISED 
IN N BUDAPEST 

Explosives experts of the Hungarian 

Armed Forces deactivated a 500kg 

second world war bomb found at a 

construction site in northern Budapest 

on Thursday. The bomb was found 

during construction works at Reitter 

Ferenc Street on Wednesday and 

prompted evacuations and restrictions 

affecting some 10,000 people, Milán 

Gajdos said. The deactivated bomb 

was taken to an army facility to be 

destroyed later, he said. Residents 

could return to their homes from early 

afternoon on Thursday, he said.

HUNGARIAN MAN LIVING 
IN AUSTRIA CHARGED 
WITH CHILD SEXUAL 
ABUSE

The Pest County Chief Prosecutor’s 

Office has charged a Hungarian man 

living in Austria of sexually abusing 

three minors over the past ten years, as 

well as of owning child pornography. 

According to the charges, the man 

who has been living in Austria over the 

past 20 years, stayed multiple times 

at the home of a relative in Hungary, 

and seemingly befriended their child 

who was under six at the time. The 

man sexually abused the child multiple 

times between 2011 and 2019, the 

charges said. Between September 2019 

and February 2020, the man abused 

the younger child of the same family 

on five occasions, and took naked 

pictures of the child and sent them 

over a social media site, the charges 

said. Authorities have found over 

15,000 images of child pornography 

stored in his mobile phone, the 

prosecutor’s office said. In Austria, 

the man also befriended a Hungarian 

family and sexually abused their child 

on multiple occasions between 2012 

and 2018. The man has been taken into 

pre-trial detention, the office said.

PROBE UNCOVERS DUAL 
FOOD QUALITY IN ONE-
QUARTER OF PRODUCTS

A three-year investigation comparing 

the quality of food products in 

Hungary with those similarly marketed 

in Austria and Germany has found 

deviations in 25.6% of cases, according 

to food safety authority Nebih, 

which launched the probe after a 

comparison of identically branded 

food products showed varying 

degrees of difference in quality when 

stocked on store shelves in Hungary 

as opposed to other European 

Union member states, suggesting 

multinational companies employ 

double standards for markets in 
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eastern Europe. Nebih says differences 

in the quality of food may be related to 

specific national regulations, the use 

of local ingredients or circumstances 

of production. It noted that producers 

have attributed the differences to 

divergent consumer preferences and 

tastes, noting that house brands are 

often tailored to the specific needs of 

consumers in a given country.

The probe compared 117 products 

using 312 samples. Fully one-fifth of 

the products were house brands. 

Nebih said an analysis of the result 

of the investigation could support 

better recipe harmonisation and the 

establishment of a system for properly 

informing consumers.

COMPETITION OFFICE 
EXPEDITES BRICK MARKET 
PROBE

Hungary’s Competition Office (GVH) 

has said it is accelerating a probe 

of the building materials market, 

tapping expanded powers from 

the government to more effectively 

manage problems on the building 

materials market. GVH said prices 

of masonry elements have risen 

“drastically” in the recent period, 

while there are shortages of some 

products and, in a number of 

cases, only the products of a single 

producer are available. GVH experts 

visited brick makers and wholesalers 

on Wednesday, at the start of the 

expedited investigation.

A report on the probe will be 

prepared within a month. The 

government has announced a 

crackdown on suspected price-

gouging by building materials sellers 

while a two-year home renovation 

subsidy scheme for families with 

children is under way.

EXHIBITION ON 120 YEARS 
OF HUNGARIAN CINEMA 
OPENS IN BUDAPEST

An exhibition celebrating the 120th 

anniversary of Hungarian cinema 

and showing relics of various eras 

has opened in Budapest’s Ludwig 

Museum. “The exhibition shows a 

wonderful golden age of cinema 

with wonderful films, Hungarian artists 

and those born in Hungary making an 

international career; it showcases the 

Hungarian cinema universe,” Csaba 

Káel, the government commissioner 

for developing Hungary’s motion 

picture industry, told the opening on 

Wednesday evening. The show Wide 

Angle guides the visitor through the 

past 120 years of Hungarian cinema 

starting from April 1901, when The 

Dance, the first Hungarian film was 

screened at the Uránia Scientific 

Theatre in Budapest.

“The Dance was the first Hungarian 

film to contain staged scenes, 

originally produced as visual aid 

for a lecture of the history of dance. 

The scenes featuring Lujza Blaha 

and Sári Fedák, celebrated actresses 

at the time, were recorded on the 

Uránia theatre’s rooftop,” Janka 

Barkóczi, a curator, told MTI. She 

noted that some 2,000 Hungarian 

feature-length films have been made 

altogether so far, 40% of which have 

been lost. The exhibition features a 

rich collection of photos, posters, 

objects, filming equipment, moving 

images, costumes, original scripts, 

awards and text backgrounds, and 

also offers screenings. The exhibition 

serves as an initial collection of a 

planned Hungarian motion picture 

museum, Káel said.


